Sciensus delivers
compelling perks
to its people
with advantage

SCIENSUS
- Case Study

Sciensus goes the extra mile
for its employees with its
peoplevalue benefits and
discounts scheme, Central Perks

THE SOLUTION
In November 2019, with the help of peoplevalue,
Sciensus decided to recreate and relaunch its
existing employee benefits platform to deliver
perks that would truly make a difference to
its employees’ lives. peoplevalue’s benefits

and discounts solution, advantage, offered
an accessible, user-friendly and tailorable

platform which proved to be the perfect fit.

“During our first implementation meeting with Sciensus,
it was immediately clear that their objective was to
create a really fun and eye-catching brand for the

scheme. We also wanted to generate excitement around
the fantastic range of retailers that employees would

be able to make savings at, and we did so by publishing
an intranet news post about the new platform that

was supported by digital posters as well. Then finally,

we ensured we communicated just how easy the new

scheme is to access, via single sign-on. Altogether the

above contributed to a really impactful launch process.”
– James Hickling, Business Development Manager, peoplevalue

ABOUT SCIENSUS
For 30 years, leading out-of-hospital healthcare provider Sciensus, previously Healthcare
at Home, has used cutting-edge research and smart, intuitive technology to deliver
complex clinical care and life-changing treatments to over 200,000 patients across
the UK and Europe. The business’ unique offering supports better outcomes for patients,
focusing on their individual needs and supporting them every step of the way on their
healthcare journey. At the heart of Sciensus’ success is a culture of collaboration and
innovation, which its workforce, made up of over 1,400 employees, plays a huge part in.
For more information, visit: www.sciensus.com
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INTRODUCING CENTRAL PERKS
Sciensus’ peoplevalue advantage scheme is

branded as ‘Central Perks’, as chosen by Sciensus

employees in reference to the well-known hangout
in the popular sitcom Friends. The scheme gives

employees access to thousands of discounts to

use at their favourite restaurants, cinemas, highstreet shops, supermarkets and even online.

There are hundreds of ways users can save through
a variety of reloadable gift cards and vouchers that

employees simply order, earn cashback on and use
to pay for their shopping at the relevant retailer.

As soon as they log in to the platform, employees
can easily see how much cashback they’ve

SCIENSUS EMPLOYEES

HAVE SAVED OVER

£6,670
SINCE THE LAUNCH
OF CENTRAL PERKS

BUILDING A HEALTHY,
RESILIENT WORKFORCE
Using peoplevalue’s extensive wellbeing

toolkit, Sciensus have also been able to offer

accumulated and therefore saved on the

its employees resources to promote a healthy

of £5 in their account, they can transfer their

- physical, emotional and financial. These

of their existing reloadable gift cards.

specific needs of Sciensus employees, and

homepage. When they’ve then got a minimum

lifestyle across three core pillars of wellbeing

cashback to their bank account or one

features have been tailored to meet the

include a credit score service, online fitness

videos, money advice, debt management and
an online mindfulness course, to name a few.

EXCITING EXTRAS
The platform also
has a number of

engaging community
features for

employees across

the business to get

involved in, such as an
online marketplace

where they can buy,
sell or trade their

unwanted goods and
free competitions,

including a monthly
Lotto and regular

retailer prize draws.
The competitions, in particular, have proved

very popular among Sciensus employees, with

over 300 lotto entries and over 1,683 prize draw
entries since the launch of the platform.
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THE RESULTS
Since the introduction of Central Perks almost
2 years ago, Sciensus employees have been

frequently logging in and interacting with the

platform, purchasing a variety of reloadable gift
cards and digital vouchers for top retailers and

making valuable savings that truly add up. In total,
they have spent £89,751 and saved over £6,670.

OVER £4,299 OVER
,
£26
819
IN CASHBACK SPENT AT
OVER 6,257 TESCO,
TOTAL LOGINs ASDA AND
EMPLOYEES HAVE SAVED

Supermarket and high street savings are

particularly popular among Sciensus employees.

The top three retailers are Tesco, where spending

on digital vouchers and reloadable gift cards has

totalled over £9,424, Asda, where employees have
spent over £9,029, and Currys, where over £8,825
has been spent. Other popular retailers include
Sainsbury’s, Wickes, John Lewis and Waitrose &
Partners and B&Q.

OVER £367 SPENT SAINSBURY’S

and £157 SAVED OVER 300
“At Sciensus we are really pleased with how Central Perks has been

received by our employees, even though our launch and engagement

plan got slightly waylaid by the pandemic! Our employees find that once

they have started using the site, whenever they plan to make a purchase
online they use it to make additional savings. Employees have been

saving money on simple things like their weekly shop as well as larger

ON CINEMA TICKETS LOTTO ENTRIES
OVER 1,683 COMPETITION ENTRIES

purchases like laptops. The competitions and lotto are a great added
feature as well!”

– Rebecca Reeves, Reward and HR Systems Specialist
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ABOUT PEOPLEVALUE
peoplevalue, ‘The Employee Engagement Company’, is

a leading provider of employee reward and recognition,
benefits delivery and wellbeing solutions. We serve

companies throughout the UK. We deliver highly flexible
programmes and technology to help businesses
enhance their employee value proposition.

We know that what we do helps drive engagement

strategies, motivate employees and improve business
performance. That’s why we do it.

Central to the delivery of our flexible solutions are robust
platforms with ease of use built into their DNA. They

are readily adaptable and designed for tailoring to

precisely meet the strategic and operational goals of
our clients and maximise their return on investment.

For more information please visit: peoplevalue.co.uk
call us: 01865 876696

or email: enquiries@peoplevalue.co.uk
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